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TuffWrap® Installations Projects
PHARMACEUTICAL

Pharmaceutical Production Line Open During Installation Project Details

OVERVIEW

TuffWrap® Installations C.O.R.E. Frameless Walls and Pocket Door enabled 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer’s production floor to remain open during 
installation of new equipment.

CHALLENGE

A Pharmaceutical Manufacturer was renovating and expanding its facility. A 
concern was that the renovations and installation of new equipment would be 
a risk of shutting down the production line. In addition, the manufacturing area 
needed to be kept free of dust and debris.

SOLUTION

To keep the pharmaceutical manufacturer’s production facility operational 
TuffWrap C.O.R.E. frameless walls were installed. C.O.R.E. Frameless Walls are 
designed by TuffWrap to offer the best dust and debris protection while avoiding 
downtime. These temporary frameless walls were used to separate the active 
lines from the construction, meaning sales activity wouldn’t have to slow down 
to accommodate the work. The frameless walls have an innovative scrim design 
and a four-layer polyethylene material that enables a custom fit and available door 
openings. To ensure that crew and employees had easy access to and from the 
showroom a durable Pocket Door was installed.
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INNOVATIVE TUFFWRAP INSTALLATIONS PRODUCTS  

SmartSeam® Suspended Cover • C.O.R.E. Frameless Walls® • TuffWrap® Hybrid Walls • TuffWrap EXT® Exterior Protection 
TuffWrap® Total Enclosure Solution • HSDR (High Structured Dust Removal) • TuffWrap® Functional Construction Doors  

CONCLUSION

It was important for the Pharmaceutical Manufacturer’s production line to maintain its regular schedule 
without interruption. Equally important was the cleanliness of the manufacturing area. TuffWrap’s 
customizable C.O.R.E. Frameless Walls safely separated the work environment from the construction zone. 
The temporary plastic walls ensured that the workspace was fully operational during the renovation, while 
the pocket door made it easy for people to slide it open and close.

There’s no stopping industrial construction, but TuffWrap is here to stop the dust and debris damage it 
can cause. TuffWrap® Installations’ innovative dust, debris, and construction containment solutions keep 
companies safe, clean, and operational during construction and repairs.


